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Study the Effect of Multilayer Single Point
Incremental Forming on Tool Path Mark for
AA1050 bottom plates
Abstract- Single Point Incremental Sheet Forming (SPIF) is an innovative
forming approach for sheet materials. One of the most problems in products
produced by incremental sheet metal forming process is the poor textures
caused by the tool and tool path marks on the products, due to friction
between the tool and blank material. In this study, a new method and
procedures were proposed which is called (Multilayer single point
incremental forming) to overcome this problem by using an insert blank
beside the original one with the same material but change in thickness of top
plate at 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 mm and change material or lubrication between two
plates such as (polymer, grease, grease with graphite, mos2 (Molybdenum
disulfide) and without lubricant). Results revealed improvement in surface
quality of bottom plates when using Grease with graphite or polymer gives a
better result and reduced tool path marks more than other lubricants or
material, which have been used.
.Keywords- Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF), Tool Path Marks,
Surface Quality.
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1. Introduction
This work presents a new study of surface
quality. (SPIF) is a modern Innovative and
feasible solution for the change of traditional
plate metal forming operation it is a very flexible
operation and does not requirement a dedicated
die for the process as compared to other forming
operations. Due to this, the lead-time as well as
the price of die and tooling can be reduced. This
method gives a relatively faster and inexpensive
production of small chain of sheet metal
components and can be utilized for forming of
non-symmetric as well as symmetric parts at a
wide extent of thicknesses from 100 microns up
to several mm. The operation beginning from a
flat sheet metal blank clamped on a sufficiently
rigid lock and mounted on the table of a CNC
machine [1], which may result in poor surface
quality. Thus, detailed investigation of the
friction effect is quite necessary for developing
new methods for improved sheet surface quality
and enhancing the appeal for industrial
applications [2]. In single point, incremental
forming there is no support for the tool and there

is only support for work-piece between the two
ends [3-4]. In SPIF, a clamped sheet is
progressively formed under the pressing of a very
simple forming tool Figure 1.

2. Setup of Multilayer SPIF
Multilayer single point incremental forming is the
idea of using two plates at the same time, as
shown in Figure 2. In traditional SPIF, the surface
will be affected by the high degree of relative
movement between plate and forming tool. Using
a multi-plate, all this sliding is only affecting on
the top plate. The relative movement between the
top and bottom plate is very small. The forming
process in two plates at the same time will
increase process forces. In most cases, it will be
desirable to keep the thickness of the top plate at
a minimum.
I. Geometry of the part
The geometry of the formed part is an
asymmetric conical profile shape with total depth
(60 mm) and diameter (120 mm) for all products
as shown in Figure 3. This geometry is kept
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constant during all the eighteen runs in order to
know and evaluate the effect of factors that used
in this study on tool path marks. Figure 4 shown
two plates after incremental forming.

1

Figure 1: The SPIF working principle [5]
Figure 3: Dimensions details of the product that
used (A) 3D CAD model (B) Side view

Figure 2: SPIF using two plates [6]

Figure 4: Two plates after incremental forming

II. Tool Path Strategies
In this study, a contour tool path (Iso-planer tool path)
as shown in Figure 5 is used in all tests. This tool path
is characterized by only a continuous feed rate in Xand Y directions of a deformed sheet plane. The feed
rate in the Z-direction is done in the same angular
position (or different) in the XY plane along a line
down the side of the sheet, this line is called
“incremental line”. The forming tool moves around
the surrounding of the part layer by layer to be formed
along the predefined tool path after the support is set
under the sheet metal and extrudes the sheet metal
point by point as that the local plastic deformations
occur and the sheet metal forming is realized
incrementally [7].
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Figure 6: The proposed parameters constant

Figure 7: the proposed control parameters
and their levels

Figure 5: Is-planer tool path

3. Experimental Work
In all experiments carried out, sheet metals of an
Aluminum AA1050 alloy are used. With constant
thickness of bottom plates of 0.9 mm but change
in thickness of top plates at (0.5, 0.7, 0.9 mm).
The Mechanical properties of the plates that used
in this work are as follows:Ultimate strength (109 MPa)
Yield strength (95 MPa).
Total elongation (4%).
Vickers hardness (28 HV)
The parameters of the experiments that used is
constant parameter as shown in Figure 6 and
variable parameter as shown in Figure 7.
I. Machine Setup
In this work, the experimental tests has been
performed on 3- Axis CNC milling machine
model (C-tek KM-80D) The experimental setup,
technical parameters of the CNC milling machine
being used are shown in Figure 8.
II. Tool Geometry
In this work the forming tool that was used in this
work is Hemispherical end with diameter (12
mm) and length (100 mm) as shown in the Figure
9 this tool is manufactured from tool steel (X210)
material and has HRC 58.

Figure 8: 3-Axis CNC milling machine used in
experimental work (1) CNC milling machine (2)
Machine controller (3) Forming tool (4) Tool holder
(5) Forming frame

4. Results and Discussion
The effect of multilayer single point incremental
forming and change in thickness of the top plate
and lubrication or material between two plates on
tool path marks for bottom plates and comparison
with single plate at thickness 0.9 mm shown in
Figure 10. Which showed an improvement in the
surface texture by reducing tool path mark for the
bottom plates due to increase the contact area
between the two plates and therefore the stress
distributed over a larger area in addition to
650
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reducing the friction between the plates compared
with single plate forming process.

Figure 9: Forming tool used in experimental work
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Figure 10: Tool path marks for comparison between single plate and bottom plate

5. Conclusions
In this work, the following conclusions were
drawn from the study:
1. Change in thickness of top plate and
lubrication or material between two plates will
effect on tool path marks.

2. When increase thickness of top plate the effect
of tool path marks will decrease.
3. Grease with graphite and polymer gives better
result and reduce from tool path marks more than
other lubrications.
4. The factor of change in thickness of top plate
has the greatest effect on tool path for bottom
652
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plate than parameter change in material or
lubrication between two plates.
5. Liquid lubricants between two plates cause an
increase in sliding between them during the
forming process and that is effect on the quality
surface where causes scratch the surfaces.
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